CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR MATURING LAB SCALE COVID-19 TECHNOLOGIES

NRDC grants:

To fight against COVID-19 combinely in the country, NRDC invites proposals from the innovators under its two Promotional Schemes i.e. (i) Techno Commercial Support (ii) Priority Projects

Who can apply:

R&D Institutions/Universities/Start-ups/ MSMEs /Industries

Support for:

Development of COVID-19 technologies in the area of tracking, testing & treatment covering process scale up, pilot plant studies, validation /authentication of the product, registration of the product with regulatory authorities. Conducting field trials, generation of toxicology data, bridging the gap between the lab scale development and industrial requirement, so that commercial production and marketing of product become successful.

Amount of grant:

- Rs. 2.00 Lakh under techno-commercial support
- Rs. 10.00 lakh under priority projects
- In deserving cases the amount of grant assistance may be enhanced subject to the recommendation of the Technical Evaluation Committee (TEC) and availability of budget, on mutually agreed conditions.

How to apply:

- Please visit our website www.nrdcindia.com for details of the scheme and application forms
- The duly filled in application with necessary supporting documents to be sent to amishra@nrdc.in

Last date:

Though the applications may be submitted throughout the financial year but for this COVID-19 technology call the last date for submission of the applications is 15.05.2020
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